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CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 42.

Faith Contending With The Natural Senses!
The Truth Of The Two Becoming One.

Or we might say,  '''Faith as opposed to the delusive & deceptive cold hard facts of the natural carnal
senses!''   ''The carnal man is at enmity with God''    'or an enemy of God.'
 
       ''For the flesh lusts against the Spirit, and the Spirit - lusts - against the flesh: and these things are
opposed one to the other, that ye should not do those things which ye desire;''  Gal 5:17. Darby.  The
KJV tells us that ''these are contrary one to another.''

       The following is written by one who knows!  ''In following the spiritual path, you will have to learn
to discriminate between the promptings of the worldly mind & the wisdom of the higher, God mind; to
distinguish the real from that which is unreal & transient.  The worldly mind dwells within us all & causes
us all to doubt the reality of spiritual truth.  Again & again as you progress in spiritual unfoldment, you
will surely find that doubt will challenge you – doubt, posing as common sense, as scrupulous honesty
which prefers plain truth to delusion.  This doubting worldly mind will try to argue with you, suggesting
that anything which your spiritual vision reveals to you cannot be proved & is only a figment of the
imagination.  This mind of the body  - soul -  has its place & can be a sound enough guide within its
limitations, once it has learned to defer to the God-mind.  Truth which the worldly mind would term pure
nonsense  may be accepted & treasured by the spiritual mind.  To the  higher sense of the soul – your
intelligence as distinct from your intellect – it may appear as a rare gem of truth.  So we must learn
discrimination, & having rendered unto Caesar the worldly things which truly belong to Caesar, then seek
to find the pearl of truth.'' 
       In reading the above we must keep in mind that the definition of the SOUL is the MIND WILL AND
EMOTIONS.

    Faith Is Needed To Overcome The Mind Will & Emotions!
       
This is an excerpt from something by Gary Sigler.  ''Faith is being able to accept as fact what is not yet
real to my senses.  We may still have habits and things in our life that we feel is not pleasing to God.
Sometimes we may sin will-fully and disobey what we feel God wants us to do.  Sometimes it  feels
impossible that God would be saying not guilty when we feel so guilty.  That is when we can accept as
fact that the blood is saying not guilty regardless of how we feel.  For those who feel trapped and unable
to  better  themselves  this  is  how to  come  out  of  bondage.   Accept  as  fact  the  truth  of  God’s  word
regardless of what seems real to our senses.  I began to see this in the early 70’s and I began to receive
forgiveness every day and believe what God says rather than how I felt.''
   
        The difference of being good by our own deeds - the law - & knowing that we are already justified
by faith.
      ''And to the one who does not work but believes in him who  justifies the ungodly,  his faith is
counted as righteousness,   David said the same thing when he was talking about the blessing people
have when God accepts them as good without looking at what they have done:''   Rom 4:5-6.  ESV.

Not Guilty!

''And to Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, and to the blood of sprinkling, that speaks  better
things than that of Abel.''    Heb 12:24. Webster.  That speaks better things than that of Abel; after the
innocent righteous Abel was slain by his brother Cain, his blood cried out from the ground saying two
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things,  GUILTY & VENGEANCE.  But then there came one whose shed blood spoke of a greater more
blessed & merciful message that was entirely opposite to that of Abel which also said two things;  NOT
GUILTY & FREE RIGHTEOUSNESS.  Let us now look at the way the Amplified words it in the following.
       ''And to Jesus, the Mediator (Go-between, Agent) of a new covenant, and to the sprinkled blood
which speaks [of mercy], a better and nobler and more gracious message than the blood of Abel [which
cried out for vengeance].''    Heb 12:24.  Amp.    [Gen. 4:10.]   I repeat not guilty & free righteousness.
The natural man finds this hard to conceive but faith inspired by the Spirit in the spiritual man would say
'yes & how wonderful.'   To go even further the following verse gives us a startling revelation let us try to
understand it in it's full degree for it is to us right now as well as the future; it is for the NOW as the Spirit
would quicken it to us.  The word justification involves much more than many of us have yet realised.

''For the Law of the Spirit of Life in Christ Jesus has made me free from the Law of sin & death.''
Rom 8:2.

 
An Involved Sacrifice!

''It is a fact that a grain of wheat must fall to the ground and die before it can grow and produce much
more wheat. If it never dies, it will never be more than a single seed.   Whoever loves the life they have
now will lose it.  But whoever is willing to give up their life in this world will keep it. They will have
eternal life.''  Jn. 12:24-25. ERV.  Or we could say realise their true identity. 

       It is interesting to note that generally the seeds of earth do not germinate in the light, they first have to
be buried in the lower parts of the earth & in the darkness before they grow.  They first have to find the
soil & hide themselves away from light & go through a muddy, uncomfortable, unilluminated & darkened
experience & in this state the outer must perish so that the true hidden inner new life may be revealed or
come forth.  Man was first evolved as an eternal seed, but in his first highly illuminated God experience
the light was too great for these seeds to grow.  So man sought the soil of carnal life,  where he could
germinate & grow.   {There is much more to the fall - so called - than the mere ink on the paper, the first
three chapters of Genesis are similar to the book of revelation & are really metaphors or analogies of the
reality.}   And so wonderfully the seed has taken root & is growing well.  This shall we say 'tree of human
life' is now rising from the soil of earthly things - carnality -  taken hold of spiritual law - the law of life in
Christ -  & is now reaching toward perfection or perfect form.  And as faith is increased & the truth of
these three are ONE, spirit, soul & body becomes a reality, then will come to pass as Paul encouraged us
''Your Spirit, Soul & body be preserved blameless unto the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.'' & then
we read  ''Who will transfigure the body of our humiliation, - vile body - to conform it to the body of
His glory, in accord with the operation which enables Him even to subject all to Himself."  Php 3:21.
CLV.
       I think that it would be appropriate to mention here that Jesus Christ was most interested in our
bodies, He had compassion & care for our humanity, & the good news is, ''He is the same yesterday today
& forever.''  If He did not, then why was He so interested in healing our bodies?  When we come into a
deeper understanding of our true identity, the first thing that we become aware of is that our true identity
Christ, wants to make us fully whole, spirit, soul & body.  Christ taught us that He was interested in the
WHOLE MAN not just two parts of it.  This may seem on the surface to be in contradiction to our opening
statements, but please bear with us as there is a wonderful process taking place in every one of our lives
& at the moment this is hidden to most.

I Am Sending You Forth!
  
''Jesus then repeated, "Peace be with you! As the Father sent me forth, I am sending you forth.   And
with these words he breathed on them, and added, "Receive the holy Spirit!   If you remit the sins of
any, they are remitted: if you retain them, they are retained."  Jn 20:21-23. Moffatt.  
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       Let us notice very clearly our role here;  ''As the Father sent me forth, I am sending you forth.''  In the
same way as Father sent Jesus, He then in the very same way is sending us.  I challenge us all to think
very soberly on these words.  Then in verse 23 ''If you remit the sins of ANY, they are remitted: if you
retain them, they are retained.''   

       The word sins in this case is from the word hamartia # Strongs, G266  pronounced ham-ar-tee'-ah
From G264; sin (properly abstract): - offence, sin (-ful).  It is also related to the word  harmatano # G264
pronounced ham-ar-tan'-o.  From G1 (as a negative particle) and the base of G3313; properly to miss the
mark (and so not share in the prize), that is, (figuratively) to err, especially (morally) to sin: - for your
faults, offend, sin,  trespass.  The word  mark is from the word  charagma  G5480 pronounced khar'-ag-
mah  From the same as G5482; a scratch or etching, that is, stamp (as a badge of servitude), or sculptured
figure (statue): - graven, mark. = 5481 charakter which means & is pronounced exactly the same as our
word character.  Charakter & charagma being related words mean almost the same thing & can in many
circumstances be interchanged.

       In short sin or missing the mark, really means missing or mistaking our character, our character is
who we are or our identity, so today we would simply & truthfully say  MISTAKING OUR IDENTITY.
Now in the light of this, I now wish to share with you in the truth of the Most Holy Place understanding
the  interpretation  of   ''If  you  remit  the  sins  of  ANY,  they  are remitted:  if  you retain  them,  they  are
retained.''  The below sentence I present to you to consider seriously.

       ''If you reverse the mistaken identity of any, their mistaken identity will be reversed.  If you
retain their mistaken identity, it has been retained.''   

      We will now quote from the Diaglott in which the words  forgive & forgiven are given the pre-
eminence, I wish to show us that in the original that this does not make a scrap of difference as we will
read.

       ''If of whom you may forgive the sins, they are forgiven them; if of whom you may retain, they
have been retained.''  Jn 20:23. Diaglott.   Notice the words forgive & forgiven in this verse.

      In  the deeper  light  of  ''As the Father sent me forth I  am sending you forth.''   This  is  the
responsibility that Jesus Christ has given to His sons & this responsibility is upon our true identity even
Christ.  In the above version we notice the the word forgive is used & this is from the [Strongs # 575. Apo
=  forgive, separation, cessation or reversal.]    So the words reverse & forgive are from exactly the same
root word & are interchangeable.   IT IS ALL IN HIM & IT IS ALL IN KNOWING WHO WE TRULY ARE!
So when our sins are forgiven, or we forgive the sins of any it is a complete & absolute  REVERSAL.
Please give thought to this it is not just sweeping what we have done under the carpet, but it is I repeat a
COMPLETE & ABSOLUTE REVERSAL.

  

Christ Is Not Another, He Is You!

It will be a wonderful day when all of mankind come to the very real & true conclusion that Christ was &
is  & always has been our  only true reality & identity.   Oh yes!   We were created in & by Him &
proceeded forth from Him & we were created out  of  Him who is  spirit  & we are exact  replicas of
Himself.  So my very being is part of Christ who is God.  ''WE ARE GOD BEINGS!''  Now in saying this
we are to take this in context as we can never take away from the greatness & the sovereignty of God &
try to make Him into a mere human. 

       The truth is that God's people are in fact the abiding places in which God dwells, & collectively we
become the house of God.  This may come as a surprise to many reading these words today because the
generally accepted thinking on this subject, is that Jesus was speaking about preparing a place in heaven
for Christians after they die.  But this is not so, as from Creation God's purpose was to make our body His
dwelling place.  1Cor 6:19.  Also we need to realise that our King never ever left His kingdom, because
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He is within or indwells every man on earth.  

       ''God that made the world, and all things therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and earth,
dwells not in temples made with hands;   Neither is worshipped with men's hands, as though he needed
any thing, seeing he gives to all life, and breath, and all things;   And has made of  one blood all
nations of men to dwell on all the face of the earth, and has determined the times before appointed,
and the bounds of their habitation;   That they should seek the Lord, if haply - come to a conclusion -
they might feel after him, and find him, though he is not far from every one of us: - or our realisation -
For in him we live, and move, and have our being; as certain also of your own poets have said, for we
are also his offspring.''  Acts 17:24-28.
       
      This truth lays dormant in the consciousness of most for the moment, but there is a growing awareness
in the hearts of many that are being awakened & also many Christians as they see the need to prepare for
His coming individually even though it may be quite a different concept from those in the Most Holy
Place understanding. 

When He Comes Shall He Find Faith On The Earth?

''And will not [our just] God defend and protect and avenge His elect (His chosen ones),  who cry to
Him day and night? Will He defer them and delay help on their behalf?    I tell you, He will defend and
protect and avenge them speedily. However, when the Son of Man comes, will He find [persistence in]
faith on the earth?''  Lk 18:7-8. Amp.  Yes He shall!  Please remember this; for something to happen by
faith, we must be believing for it before it happens, this happen-stance of God is not going to creep up on
any of us.  We must have faith or be believing  into Rom 8:21, before it happens.

       ''Even so it is that Christ, having been offered to take upon Himself and bear as a burden the sins
of many once and once for all, will appear a second time, not to carry any burden of sin nor to deal
with sin, but to bring to full salvation those who are [eagerly, constantly, and patiently] waiting for and
expecting Him.''   Heb 9:28. Amp.  
       Thank God that there is no need for Jesus to carry any burden of sin.  Why?  For He tasted death
ONCE & FOR ALL & there is no need to deal with it any longer for even the sins of the UNGODLY have
been included in the sacrifice.  His next coming is happening right now.  How, you say?  A resurrection –
anastasis -  or  ''a  recovery of spiritual truth.'' and so  ''He is  coming to be glorified IN his saints.''
Bringing them to   FULL SALVATION, even the same salvation that is mentioned by our great apostle Peter
in 1Pet 1:5 & 1Pet 5:1. Yes even the salvation that is to be, & is being revealed - within us - in this last
day yes this very time now & if we are not believing for it right now before it comes, how on earth are we
going to have faith for it.  When we are told that it is for those ''who are waiting for & expecting Him.''
What are we waiting for & expecting?  We have just read the verse it is there for us to believe  -  full
salvation, -  & coupled with the very next verse I hope that it becomes clearer to us!!

       ''to finish and put an end to transgression, to seal up and make full the measure of sin, to purge
away and make expiation and reconciliation for sin, to bring in everlasting righteousness (permanent
moral and spiritual rectitude in every area and relation) to seal up vision and prophecy and prophet,
and to anoint a Holy of Holies.''  Dan 9:24b. Amp.  

       The very interesting words to seal up deserve some attention.  Strongs # H2856 chatham khaw-
tham'  A primitive root; to   close   up; especially to seal: - make an end, mark, seal (up), stop.  What does
this mean?  I along with many others, see it as making an end - or in Aussie slang a change up - of the
accepted Holy Place or present Pentecostal understanding of their  vision of spiritual things, their now
understanding of prophecy, & also their present understanding of a prophet.  The spirit is anointing the
Holy of Holies within our very own being & revealing to us a higher way direct from the Secret Place of
the Most High.  The Spirit of the Lord is no doubt in the midst of changing or  moving us on in  our
present spiritual perception on many wonderful things, thank God that He never stands still but is ever
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moving onward & upward into higher & better things.  It was never ever destined that we would always
be Pentecostal,  nor will we always be in the  present understanding of Tabernacles, it too will run it's
course & then bless God there will be a HIGHER AGAIN experience.  What an exciting God we have as
we look forward to the wonderful things that  ''He has prepared for us.''   For comparison I have inserted
the same next verse from the ASV.
    
       ''to finish transgression, and to make an end of sins, and to make reconciliation for iniquity, and
to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up vision and prophecy, and to anoint the most holy.''
Dan 9:24b.  ASV.    To finish transgression! Heb 9:28 tells us ''not to deal with sin''  but to bring those
who are believing for  - ''full salvation''  Heb 9:28, or ''everlasting righteousness''-  & to do this He is
anointing The Most Holy.  If we are the temple – dwelling place - of God;  Where is the location of this
Holy of Holies?  Answer;  IN His Temple,  His abiding places,  God's people, the Temple built without
hands.....  
       The Most Holy Place that you will find anywhere in creation is WITHIN MAN.  Please do not look at
this through the eyes of flesh or consider this in a carnal way, what we are sharing here are wonderful
precious gems, & truths from the Pearl of great price...... I reiterate YES He will find faith on the earth
when He comes,- faith as opposed to our natural senses - as 'when He comes' really means that He is
Coming in us or enlarging Himself in our consciousness as to our true identity even  CHRIST.  This also
entails the most important understanding of, 

The Truth Of The Two Becoming One According To The Book of Thomas!

I am about to share something quite wonderful with you.  If anything has the ring of truth to it I will
always search it out.  Many years ago when I left the in part way of thinking, I determined that to the best
of my ability that I would no longer be bound by man's tradition.  For some time I have become very
impressed with the  The Gospel of Thomas.  I noticed that Jesus paid special attention to Thomas &
judging from history I believe that he came through rather wonderfully.  There are some amazing deep
Third Day gems in this unadulterated book. I will not go into the history of it for it would take to much
time, but I will let it  speak for itself.   It was first written in Greek, it was then written in Coptic an
Egyptian language influenced by Greek.  Thomas inaugurated a Church in India & we are informed that it
is supposedly still in existence today.  Please keep in mind that when we read the translation of any other
language the grammar, the idiom & the way of phrasing is always different to our English way of thinking
& speaking.  Plus this was written almost two centuries ago.  The point that I wish to make is that because
of our past English Western way of thinking which was influenced by the fallen Church of the dark ages, a
lot of the original thinking of the day of Jesus has been lost, but praise the Lord we have been promised a
COMPLETE RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS. And this I believe is one of the many helps. Now you may
disagree & that is your prerogative, but please allow me the same privilege that I am granting you.

       Jesus said: ''ON THE DAY YOU WERE ONE YOU CREATED THE TWO, BUT THEN BEING TWO
WHAT WILL YOU DO?'' Thomas. 11:10-13.  
       The words of Thomas are speaking of the realisation of the soul & spirit becoming ONE as there
never ever has been a separation only in our stinkin-thinkin which is part of the VEIL.  Thomas is here
referring to when Eve ate from the wrong tree & then offered it to Adam.  We ask the question.  Where is
the division?  Within our wrong thinking of course.  Thomas asks the question.  But then being TWO what
will you do?  The answer of course is in the realisation that God never ever left us, He clarifies this when
He asks Adam; Who told you that you were naked?  Man's thinking is the culprit, in believing a lie, he had
created a veil, a cover up.  Within us are two trees if we can begin to eat  ONLY from the tree of life
CHRIST which is within us & let His power, His mind, His life do the work we will find that LIFE WILL
SWALLOW UP DEATH & the tree of good & evil in which we have a choice of not eating, will be solved.
The truth is that SOUL & SPIRIT were never ever separated only in our misled consciences.  '' On the
day you were one YOU created the TWO, but then being TWO,  WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO ABOUT
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IT?  For emphasis the last seven words are my translation.  Notice that Thomas stresses that  WE in our
thinking made a separation between SOUL & SPIRIT, so he is throwing the onus back onto us,  WE HAVE
THE CHOICE!!
       We need also keep in mind that the original KJV contained a foot note to the effect that the first three
chapters of Genesis were myths or as we would say today metaphors & were not factual,  the conflict lies
in the fact that the - tree of good & evil - or our mistaken lower identity is at loggerheads with the – tree
of life –  our true   higher Christ identity,  WITHIN US.  Both are within us in our garden;  'You are a
garden enclosed.'  Song of Sol. 4:12, 6:3. Isa 58:11. Jer 31:12.  Let us compare this with the following
verse.
        ''Whoever finds his [lower] life will lose it [the higher life], and whoever loses his [lower] life on
My account  will  find it  [the  higher  life].''   Mat 10:39.  AMP.   This  verse  is  self  explanatory when
comparing it with the above verse. 
     
Jesus said:  ''WHEN YOU MAKE THE TWO  ONE, AND YOU MAKE THE INNER AS THE OUTER,
AND THE OUTER AS THE INNER, AND THE ABOVE AS BELOW, SO THAT YOU WILL MAKE THE
MALE & THE FEMALE INTO A SINGLE ONE, IN ORDER THAT THE MALE IS NOT MADE MALE
NOR THE FEMALE MADE FEMALE:''  Thomas. 22:9-16.  The last seemingly puzzling comment really
mean that all aspects of our identity are to be completely harmonised not one part having priority over the
other.  This I believe is referring to our true Christ self & the mistaken self, the inner & the outer. The
Christ Spirit - male - &  the soul - female - are to become merged until they are one & the same.  The
answer here is the same, the advice is exactly the same as in Matt 10:39, they are to be merged & make a
single unified entity.  Consisting of how many?  ONE;  The first we hear of Adam is that he was both male
& female,  ONE ENTITY,  in  the  Image of  God.   So this  means that  God must  be both  masculine &
feminine as this is borne out by the fact of the name & title of  El-Shaddi – the large or twin breasted one
– if Adam was both male & female & was in God's image; God doubtless must be the same & neither is to
be pre-eminent  they are to  be  ONE, as  at  the beginning.  Our God has both a  FATHER & MOTHER
concept. By the way this is not to be considered from a human sexual point of view, but rather from a
spiritual gender which is very, very different in outlook.

       ''And [He designed] to reconcile to God both [Jew and Gentile, united] in a single body by means
of His cross,  thereby killing the mutual enmity  and bringing the  feud to an end. And He came and
preached the glad tidings of peace to you who were afar off and [peace] to those who were near.''  Eph
2:16-17.  ''that He from the two might create in Himself one new man [one new quality of humanity
out of the two], so making peace.''  Eph 2:14b.

        Once the veil is completely lifted in our understanding, the feud or the so called war is over.

Being Filled With The Tree Of Life Will Empty Us Of Division!

Jesus  said:  ''WHEN  HE  IS  EMPTIED HE WILL BE  FILLED  WITH  LIGHT;  BUT WHEN  HE IS
DIVIDED HE  WILL BE  FILLED  WITH  DARKNESS.'' Thomas.  61:14-18.  I  feel  that  this  is  self
explanatory.   Emptied of  self  of  course,  or  our  mistaken identity.   If  we are  divided,  that  is  if  ones
mistaken identity is not yet merged with the Christ Self or identity, darkness will ensue.  
      ''For He is [Himself] our peace (our bond of unity and harmony). He has made us both [Jew and
Gentile] one [body], and has broken down (destroyed, abolished) the hostile dividing wall between us,
15  By abolishing in His [own crucified] flesh the enmity – feud - [caused by] the Law with its decrees
and ordinances [which He annulled]; that He from the two might create in Himself  ONE NEW MAN
[one new quality of humanity out of the two], so making peace.''   Eph 2:14 AMP  The dilemma is the
TWO, the answer is the ONE, or  NO DIVISION!! 

Jesus said:   ''IF TWO MAKE PEACE WITH EACH OTHER IN THIS SINGLE HOUSE, THEY WILL
SAY TO THE MOUNTAIN ''MOVE AWAY AND IT SHALL MOVE.'' Thomas. 48:1-6. 
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      Once again this is referring to our duality, making peace in the single house is referring to the House
or Temple of God which is ourselves.  Incidentally I feel that this above verse is referring to Manifest
Son-ship. What two are to make peace?  Our  - mistaken identity –  or self life is to  make peace, (be
subservient to, & agree with) our – true or Christ identity – then the middle wall of partition, that feud
will be done away with & peace, then power & authority will ensue. 'Mountain be removed.'  Mt 21:21.

      ''And He came and preached the glad tidings of peace to you who were afar off and [peace] to those
who were near.''   Eph 2:17 AMP.

       Jesus said:  ''WHEN YOU MAKE THE TWO ONE, YOU WILL BECOME SONS OF MAN, AND IF
YOU SAY: ''MOUNTAIN MOVE AWAY,'' IT SHALL MOVE.'' Thomas.106:1-6.  

      Once again we are emphasising that the two Identities are becoming one, & when they do  ''If you
abide in Me & my words abide in you, you shall ask what you will & it shall be done unto you.''
   
       ''I create the fruit of the lips; Peace, peace to him that is far off, - by breaking down the middle wall
of partition, therefore making one - and to him that is near, say's the LORD; and I will heal him.''  both
spiritually as well as physically.  Isa 57:19. Webster.
    

Jesus said: ''TWO WILL REST THERE ON A COUCH: ONE WILL DIE, THE OTHER WILL LIVE.''
Thomas.  61:1-3.
       Here we see again the two, one will die or be absorbed into the other. The following verse is from the
New Testament.

       ''I am saying to you, in this night there will be TWO on one couch; the one shall be taken along
and the other shall be left."  Luke 17:34. CLV.   The following is from the same verse direct from the
Greek.

       ''I say to you: In this the night will be two on bed one; one will be taken, and the other will be
left.'' Luke 17:34 GK.  
      Notice that the original does not mention a man or woman or person. The  KJV & several other
translations  have  also been tampered with but  in  most  of  the more  recent  translations  they are  now
keeping to the original description....  TWO WHAT?  Identities of course; our Higher & our Lower self.
TWO shall be in the one person on one couch!!  The one shall be taken comparing it with the above verse.
Usually this has been interpreted to fit into the rapture theory & thought to mean that there were two
people in a bed, the good one flies up into the air for a period of time, while the other is left to face the
music & have a terrible time & those who have been floating away up in the clouds somewhere return
when it is all over to rejoice.  I want to say to all that this is a terrible error, if ever there was a time when
the sons of God will be needed in this world it will be in the soon dark times.  This is where we will see
in action,  ''Where sin abounds grace does abound much, much more.''  The true interpretation of the
above passage - & I am not the only one that believes this either - is this.  This is actually referring to our
two entities both our – true Christ identity & our mistaken or lower self – in one person.  ONE identity
will be taken, absorbed, changed, & in this soon time when those who have been 'walking in the light as
He is in the light' the culmination of what God has been saying to many of us will take effect & there will
be a catching away, & many will be 'Caught up' into a higher experience & it will be the time that the
mistaken identity will be fully merged into the Christ identity, & in so doing, in this merging the old man
DIES & in the complete death, will come the complete change, the fullness of the new birth & we shall
put on incorruptibility as we have been promised.  Now what many find  hard to understand is that if the
mistaken identity dies how can it live?  The answer of course is, that in the dying to itself  it is absorbed
into the Christ self & gains a Higher realm of change, a HOLY, GODLY, DIVINE experience. 

      A thought for my precious brothers & sisters who hold to other understandings of scripture, this is not
meant to be conclusive as truth is ever revealing.  With respect & without being too simplistic on complex
issues, I would submit this biblical point of view as a legitimate Bible based understanding worthy of
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open & impartial  consideration.  Even though we may have  to  agree  to  disagree,  this  interpretation
cannot be discounted  as not having scriptural credibility & integrity. 
       ''So let those [of us] who are spiritually mature and full-grown have this mind and hold these
convictions; and if in any respect you have a different attitude of mind, God will make that clear to you
also.''   Phil 3:15. AMP.

The Truth Of The Two Becoming One!

So the truth of the carnal man being at enmity with the Christ self ceases when this carnality or death -
which is - the last enemy is overcome & brought into complete subjection, this happens only as we 'seek
Him with all of our heart,'  Christ, who is our true identity. 

       ''That if possible I may attain to the [spiritual and moral] resurrection [that lifts me] out from
among the dead [even while in the body].   Not that I have now attained [this ideal], or have already
been made perfect, but I press on to lay hold of (grasp) and make my own, that for which Christ Jesus
(the Messiah) has laid hold of me and made me His.''  Phil. 3:11-12. Amp.
  
       ''forgetting what lies behind and straining forward to what lies ahead,'' 13:b. Amp.  Whenever we
move ahead in God there are some things that must be left behind.  The words of Peter Demitrus explain
it well, ''we are not seeking deeper truth, we are seeking the truth & deeply applying it.''  Christ is Truth.
  
       ''Who will transform and fashion anew the body of our humiliation to conform to and be like the
body of His glory and majesty, by exerting that power which enables Him even to subject everything to
Himself.''  Phil  3:21. Amp.

       ''the eyes of your understanding being enlightened, that you may know what is the hope of His
calling, and what is the riches of the glory of His inheritance in the saints,''  Eph 1:18. MKJV.

       ''being confident of this very thing, that He who has begun a good work in you will perform it
until the day of Jesus Christ,''   Phil 1:6 MKJV.

        ''that He from the two might create in Himself one new man [one new quality of humanity out of
the two], so making peace.''  Eph 2:14b........Jesus said:  ''When you make the two one, you will become
sons of man, and if you say: mountain move away, it shall move.''    Thomas.106:1-6.  The term sons of
man is referring to the original true spiritual man who was created in Gen 1:26-27.

Love & blessings to each & every one of you.

Written by Ralph Knowles,  May  2012. 

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

If we have been prone to human error in this article it is not purposely, & I trust that a little kindness would allow for any fault, & that we will consider &
imbibe the better or spiritual part of that which is presented & intended. RWK..
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